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Abstract: Properties such as friction, wettability and visual impact of polymer coatings are influenced
by the surface topography. Therefore, control of the surface structure is of eminent importance
to tuning its function. Photochromic azobenzene-containing polymers are an appealing class of
coatings of which the surface topography is controllable by light. The topographies form without
the use of a solvent, and can be designed to remain static or have dynamic properties, that is, be
capable of reversibly switching between different states. The topographical changes can be induced
by using linear azo polymers to produce surface-relief gratings. With the ability to address specific
regions, interference patterns can imprint a variety of structures. These topographies can be used
for nanopatterning, lithography or diffractive optics. For cross-linked polymer networks containing
azobenzene moieties, the coatings can form topographies that disappear as soon as the light trigger is
switched off. This allows the use of topography-forming coatings in a wide range of applications,
ranging from optics to self-cleaning, robotics or haptics.

Keywords: azobenzene; surface topographies; surface relief gratings; liquid crystal networks;
azo polymers; light responsive polymer coatings

1. Introduction

The surface of a material governs its contacts with its environment. Natural surfaces often allow
for multiple functions, either to maintain a healthy living organism or simply to attract other organisms
in order to procreate. A beautiful example of maintaining a healthy environment via a clean surface
is the Lotus leaf [1]. This self-cleaning property relies on the nano- and micro-structuring of the leaf
surface [2]. Multiple efforts have been made in creating artificial surfaces with functional properties
inspired by nature [3]. An important strategy to functionalize a surface is to apply dimension-controlled
elevations; that is, topographies. Outside nature-inspired applications, textured surfaces show promising
optical properties, both as transmissive and reflective diffraction gratings [4,5]. Designing topographies
on a surface can lead to applications in photonics (such as nanostructured polarizers and/or wave
plates [6,7] and antireflection coatings [8–11]), friction control (including robotic fingerprints [12,13]),
(de)wetting of surfaces and even control over cellular adhesion and mobility [14].

Surface topographies and reliefs can be created in multiple ways, either by physically
imprinting (embossing [15,16]) or by manipulation of the material itself using light, temperature,
pH, and/or solvent-swelling. Interestingly, light allows for a remote, contactless approach without
changing the chemical environment. This contactless approach grants the possibility of locally
addressing and changing a material’s surface/bulk properties (including shape [17–21], roughness and
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wettability [22,23], color [22,24], etc.). In order to make materials responsive to light, a light-sensitive
molecule can be incorporated in the polymer [22]. A tremendous number of light-responsive trigger
molecules exist [25]. One class of the most commonly used molecules is azobenzenes, first discovered
in 1937 [26]. These molecules can undergo a reversible trans- and cis-isomerization induced by
illumination (Figure 1a). For the most common azobenzene molecules, ultraviolet light irradiation
induces the isomerization from trans-to-cis, while the reverse takes place via thermal relaxations or
upon irradiation by visible light. Photoisomerization of azobenzene results in a large change of the
molecular geometry, where the trans-isomer decreases in length between the para-carbon atoms from
10 to 6 Å. In turn, this results in a tremendous nanoscale force [27,28]. Moreover, this geometrical
change between trans- and cis-isomer also leads to a change in dipole moment from near 0 to 3 Debye,
for the trans and cis states, respectively [29,30]. These large geometrical changes make azobenzene one
of the most interesting embeddable light-trigger molecules. Additionally, azobenzene molecules show
dichroism, that is, higher absorption of polarized light along one axis compared to the orthogonal axis.
This dichroic property induces a realignment orthogonal to the polarization direction of the incident
light. This process is called ‘photo-alignment’ [31,32].

The design of topographies in azo polymeric materials can be achieved through different
techniques, either via a patterned laser treatment on homogeneous surfaces or by designing
a heterogeneous surface prior to illumination. Mainly, these techniques result in two surface states: the
initial flat, regular state and a final textured state. Solid, light induced surface structures can be made
in both linear and cross-linked polymer network materials containing azobenzene molecules without
the need of a solvent (Figure 1b). Azo-containing polymers can range from azo dye doped [33,34],
to azo side-chain [35–37], to azo main-chain amorphous polymers, and even azo functionalized LC
polymers. The interaction of the chromophore and the polymer skeletal structure determines the
efficiency of the topography formation.
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Figure 1. (a) Photo-isomerization of azobenzene; (b) Schematic representation of the azobenzene
containing polymeric systems: linear polymers (top, left), side-chain polymers (bottom, left) and liquid
crystal polymer networks (right).

In this review, the focus will be on surface relief gratings and topographies created by light in
solid azobenzene-containing polymers. Light responsive coatings that contain other photochromic
dyes (including spiropyrans or coumarins), gels, or hydrogels [22] are beyond the scope of this review.
First, surface relief gratings based on linear azo polymers will be discussed and then topography
changes in azo polymer networks will be presented.

2. Surface Relief Grating in Linear Azo Polymers

2.1. Light-Induced Permanent Surface Relief Gratings in Linear Azo Polymers

Soon after realizing the potential of azobenzene moieties in polymers to create surface patterns
by illumination, the interest and development of these surface reliefs increased. In order to create
surface structures with light, it is important to understand the influence of the azobenzene additive.
Both Natansohn and co-workers and Tripathy and co-workers simultaneously reported the formation of
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surface relief gratings (SRG) based on the photoisomerization of azobenzene [35,36]. For linear polymers
containing this photosensitive molecule, it is necessary to incorporate the dye via (non-)covalent
bonds to the polymer (via side or main chain or hydrogen bonding). By mere blending, or mixing, the
interactions between the non-functionalized polymer and photosensitive azobenzenes are not sufficient
to create and sustain the light induced patterns [38,39]. Moreover, the activation of the azobenzene
molecule needs to be addressed in a specific order to cycle between cis and trans continuously [40].
One azobenzene derivative that is very interesting for this is Disperse Red 1, where visible light
irradiation (488 nm) leads to continuous switching between cis and trans states. Upon incorporation of
the acrylate derivative in a polymeric system by polymerization (Figure 2a), this continual switching is
the driving force to the creation of SRGs upon irradiation with a laser interference pattern. In Figure 2b,
a typical experimental setup is depicted to achieve a SRG in (an)isotropic materials. Exposure to
interfering polarized light of appropriate wavelength led to an intensity interference pattern in the
film, causing the exposed azobenzene derivatives to undergo isomerization reactions, leading to
a realignment of the molecules. During this realignment, the azobenzene will preferentially align
in a direction where the excitation is minimal. The resulting alignment of the trans-isomer will
therefore be perpendicular to the direction of the electrical component of polarized light (Figure 2c).
The realignment process is either powerful enough to move the polymer chains and/or fluidize the
polymer, leading to the formation of an anisotropic fluid state [41]. It is known that during the light
absorption of the azobenzene, localized heat is generated which can enable additional mobility [42].
This light-induced realignment process creates typical SRG topographies with the maxima located
in the low intensity regions of the intensity interference pattern. This is observed for azo-containing
polymers, even with high glass transition temperatures [43].
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parallel) or even left- or right-hand circularly polarized (LCP and RCP, respectively). Normally, the 
use of s-s polarization geometry leads to weaker gratings, while the p-p, RCP-LCP geometry results 
in a much stronger and clearer pattern [44–47]. In contrast, research shows that the kinetics of the 
formation during the polarization sensitive lithography depend largely on the azo polymer’s 
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of the SRGs, determines the modulation depth that can be achieved by interference irradiation [49]. 
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Figure 2. (a) Chemical structure of poly(Disperse Red 1 acrylate); (b) Experimental setup to write surface
relief gratings in (an)isotropic azo-containing polymers. M1, M2: mirrors, BS: beamsplitter, WP: wave
plate, S: azo-containing polymer, θ: interference angle; (c) Typical AFM profile of a surface relief grating
(SRG) topography. Reproduced from [36]; (d) The alignment of azo-containing polymers before and
after polarized light illumination. The dashed line indicates the polarization direction of the light.

Different states of polarization are also used to fabricate gratings in azo polymer films.
The polarization state can be out of the plane of incidence (s, senkrecht), in the plane of incidence
(p, parallel) or even left- or right-hand circularly polarized (LCP and RCP, respectively). Normally,
the use of s-s polarization geometry leads to weaker gratings, while the p-p, RCP-LCP geometry
results in a much stronger and clearer pattern [44–47]. In contrast, research shows that the kinetics
of the formation during the polarization sensitive lithography depend largely on the azo polymer’s
molecular weight [48]. Moreover, the content of the azo-based dye, the driving force of the formation
of the SRGs, determines the modulation depth that can be achieved by interference irradiation [49].
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SRGs can be used for multiple applications, ranging from diffraction gratings, micro/nanostructuring,
as molding templates, to etch masks. Priimagi and Shevchenko have previously summarized these
photonic applications [47].

Generally, utilizing an azo polymer with the azo-chromophore covalently attached to the
polymeric chain results in very stable and indelible SRGs. It is common for these materials to possess
a high glass transition temperature, Tg, that leads to very stable gratings at temperatures below the
glass transition; however, increasing the temperature above Tg typically results in removal of the
grating [50]. Mostly the photosensitive azo dye remains photochemically stable after the thermal
removal of the grating, leading to the possibility for rewritable applications. Furthermore, most
SRGs do not show erasure during a second illumination below the glass transition. Utilizing azo
dye-doped polymers [33,34], the gratings are not formed by migration of the polymer chain, but
rather by the movement of the azobenzenes themselves, and the resulting structures are very weak.
The first reported gratings [35,36] formed by azobenzene-containing polymers were side-chain azo
polymers. These polymers have a high Tg, between 95 ◦C and 150 ◦C. Even with a Tg well above room
temperature, these polymers showed gratings after exposure to interfering beams at room temperature.
The topography of the SRG ranged between 100–200 nm and the efficiency was determined by the
writing time. Most interestingly, Kim et al. showed in 1995 that orthogonal recording of two gratings
leads to a two-dimensional grating. Stumpe and co-workers have shown that these higher dimensional
gratings can also be fabricated from more easily accessible azo-containing polymers [51,52], leading
even to colorless gratings via decoupling of the azobenzene after recording [51]. They achieved this
by decomposing the urea group connecting the azobenzene to the polymeric chain. The azo polymer
is based on poly[(phenyl isocyanate)-co-formaldehyde] and displayed in Figure 3a. However, the
topography decreased from 600 nm to only 300 nm after decoupling. These gratings showed an
extreme thermal stability, remaining even after heating to 300 ◦C. Moreover, using multilayered
approaches, they were able to achieve three-dimensional gratings for more complex diffraction
applications [53–55]. Coatings of an azobenzene-containing polyelectrolyte (PAZO, Figure 3b) of
only 1.5 µm thick showed topographies of 400 nm. Figure 3c,d depicts the systematic approach to
achieving a multilayer 3D grating. This technique allows for the creation of hierarchical microstructures
for new all-optical applications.
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polymer film. This makes the synthesis of the polymeric species used for SRG fabrication more 
accessible and leads to an in-situ approach. Here, a ring opening reaction of bisphenol A diglycidyl 
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Figure 3. (a) Chemical structure of the azobenzene-urea polymer reported in reference [51];
(b) Chemical structure of the azobenzene-containing polyelectrolyte PAZO reported in reference [53–55];
(c) Schematic representation of the layer-by-layer fabrication of the 3D structures reported by Stumpe
and co-workers; (d) Microscope and diffraction (Bertrand lens) images of hexagonal (1), tetragonal (2)
and hierarchical (3) 3D structures. Reproduced from [55].

Goldenberg et al. used different cured epoxy resins containing azobenzenes to construct SRGs [52,56].
These epoxy resins allow for a solid state oxirane ring opening polymerization to achieve a polymer
film. This makes the synthesis of the polymeric species used for SRG fabrication more accessible and
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leads to an in-situ approach. Here, a ring opening reaction of bisphenol A diglycidyl ether and an
azobenzene derivative was performed, leading to a covalent bond of the azobenzenes to the polymeric
backbone (Figure 4a). These materials exhibit an extremely high inscription rate (0.45 min−1) as well as
a stable birefringence. This ‘inscription rate’ is defined by the ratio of the growing diffraction efficiency
as a function of the inscription time [57]. The diffraction efficiency expresses the ratio of the power of
the diffracted and the incident beam, respectively. The researchers showed that different ratios and
variations of epoxy and azobenzene derivative lead to different inscription rates. Furthermore, these
materials also allow for the creation of a tetragonal grating by two successive recordings.

Other techniques to create surface topographies by use of a polymeric system have been reported
by Santer and co-workers [58]. In contrast to relying on the physical interactions between the polymeric
species and the substrate, azo-functionalized polymer brushes were used (Figure 4c). These brushes
were covalently bound to the substrate, resulting in degrafting upon irradiation with an interference
pattern. This degrafting is a result of the accumulated stress in the polymer brushes as a result of
the motion and relocation of the chromophores bound to the polymer (Figure 4d,e). The detached
polymer can in turn move freely along the light intensity gradient, leaving the areas of origin to become
thinner. Resulting topographies ranged from 5–60 nm. Depending on the distance of the light-induced
mobility compared to the length of the polymer chains, the researchers produced SRGs that were either
reversible or permanent after solvent treatment, dissolving and removing the broken-off polymer if
degrafting occurred.
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Figure 4. (a) Chemical structure of the polymer obtained by the oxirane ring opening reaction reported
in reference [52,56]; (b) The chemical structure of complex formation obtained in the sol-gel material
reported in reference [59]; (c) Chemical structure of the azo-functionalized poly(methacrylic acid) brush;
(d,e) Schematic representation of the polymer brushes before (d) and after (e) interference pattern
illumination. Note the polymer brushes create the maximum height in the low intensity region of the
interference pattern. Reproduced from [58].

In contrast with these polymeric systems, SRGs can also be created via a sol-gel supramolecular
approach [59]. This approach allows for easy production and the use of ionic interactions facilitates the
dissolving of very high azo dye-doping concentrations without aggregation. This in turns leads to very
effective formation of SRGs, as the azobenzenes and the polymeric chains show increased mobility
due to these noncovalent interactions. The researchers dissolved different azobenzene derivatives in
alkoxysilanes to achieve these SRGs. This formed an ionic matrix by noncovalent interactions, leading
to an in-situ sol-gel reaction of alkoxysilane via condensation reaction (Figure 4b). These materials
allowed for creation of gratings with a topography of 550 nm. Later, Stumpe and co-workers found
that the grating formation when utilizing sol-gel techniques is greatly influenced by multiple factors
such as cross-linking and plasticizing effects [60]. They also proposed a different ionic supramolecular
azobenzene-based material [61]. This ionic material allows for the creation of deep modulation depths
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(i.e., 1.8 µm) while being thermally stable up to 150 ◦C due to its strong ionic interactions. Furthermore,
successive writings can be imprinted on the material, leading to conversion of a one-dimensional SRG
into a two-dimensional SRG. This approach utilizing non-covalent links between the polymer chain
and the chromophore has led to an increase in supramolecular approaches towards creating SRGs.

This supramolecular approach has also led to a better understanding in the creation of SRGs
for s-s polarization configurations, shown by Sobolewska et al. [45,48], in which a hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular polymer–azobenzene complex was used (P4VP(OH-DMA), Figure 5a). Depending on
the molecular weight of the polymeric species, they achieved different diffraction efficiencies as
a function of time. As depicted in Figure 5, for the s-s polarization configuration, it is important to
utilize low molecular weight polymers. These smaller chains allow for better SRG formation and,
in turn, better diffraction efficiencies. Interestingly, for the small chains, they found a secondary
profile perpendicular to the grating wave-vector with modulation depth up to 200 nm (Figure 5b).
The origin of this additional periodic topography is not clearly understood, but can be found in several
examples [62–66]. Santer and co-workers have developed a method that allows in-situ atomic force
microscopy during the formation of SRGs in azo-polymers. In their study [67], different SRGs were
formed with different polarization geometries with an azo polymer electrolyte (see Figure 3b): this
has led to a better understanding of the mechanism of SRG formation and the differences expressed
during intensity and polarization interference irradiation. This work has proven that for intensity
interference patterns, the topography maxima correspond to the position of intensity minima and
vice versa (Figure 5d). Meanwhile, for the polarization interference pattern, they were able to reveal

the topographic extremes and correlate them with the distribution of the
→
E-field vector within the

polarization interference pattern. Here, the topographic maxima correspond to a “vertical”
→
E-field

vector (Figure 5e). As seen in the graphs in Figure 5, the generation of surface topographies by light
in azo-containing polymers is a slow process. These long time scales (10–60 min) preclude the use of
such materials for applications requiring fast responses.
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Figure 5. (a) Chemical structure of the hydrogen-bonded supramolecular azobenzene, P4VP(OH-DMA)
complex; (b,c) Diffraction efficiency as a function of time using s-s polarization configuration for
different molecular weights. Reproduced from [45]; (d) AFM micrographs and profile of the polymer
topography with changing polarization state (depicted with white arrows) for intensity interference
patterns and in-situ AFM recording; (e) AFM micrographs and profile of the polymer topography with
changing interference pattern state for polarization interference pattern and in-situ AFM recording.
Reproduced from [67].
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Multiple research groups reported the construction of topographies in azo polymers using only
one laser beam [65,68–71]. In all these works, the polarization state of the single laser beam is
important in the generation of surface topographies. Tripathy et al. used Gaussian laser beams to
write topographies in glassy azo polymers and noticed different shapes depending on the polarization
state of the beam [69,72]. These illumination techniques generally led to the creation of craters, or
single lines in the case of using a lens. Kucharski et al. investigated the generation of microgratings
by positioning a liquid droplet on top of a 1 micron film and subsequently illuminating with a single
coherent laser beam [70]. The microgratings ranged from 0.4–1.4 µm in pitch with heights of approx.
100 nm, depending on the position under the droplet. Ambrosio and co-workers investigated the
effect of illumination parameters on the spontaneous surface structuring in azo polymer films [65].
They focused a single coherent laser beam with a cylindrical or spherical lens resulting in local
interference patterns. This led to the generation of a variety of topographies, ranging from gratings to
dots, depending on the optical setup.

Even more structures can be made by use of evanescent surface plasmon fields [73,74]. As with
SRGs, the intensity or polarization profile of the incoming light forms relief structures, necessarily
diffraction limited. As described by Santer and co-workers, nanopatterned surface relief structures
can be prepared by utilizing gold nanostructures to generate surface plasmon near fields upon
ultraviolet irradiation [73]. Here, they positioned their supramolecular azobenzene–polymer complex
on top of hexagonal Au-nanostructured array. Upon UV irradiation through the array while in-situ
monitoring with AFM, the polymeric materials grow patterned topographies and the overall roughness
of the surface increases over time. In contrast to temperature, increasing humidity removed these
topographies. This method of creating surface topographies was further investigated by utilizing
a silver nanoslit array [74]. This nanoslit approach is much more dependent on the wavelength and
polarization of the incident light. Most importantly, topographical changes were only observed when
the polarization direction was perpendicular to the slits. Utilizing a different wavelength led to a factor
3 decrease of the periodicity observed in the topographical pattern.

Researchers have used different azo chromophore loadings for the supramolecular polymer
forming SRGs. Optimum degrees of loading between 50 and 75 mol % were determined, but these
chromophore loading relationships are greatly dependent on the polymer used [43,75,76]. Most work
focused on maximizing loading without losing grating efficiency. Koskela et al. [77] concentrated
on achieving a lower limit of loading that still resulted in efficient gratings. Surprisingly, they
reported that for their hydrogen bonded polymer (P4VP-OH(DMA)), only 1 mol % of chromophore
loading was sufficient to obtain efficient gratings (Figure 5a); hence, the inscription rate is lowered
by decreasing chromophore concentration. In addition to the use of hydrogen bonds to create
supramolecular azobenzene-containing polymers, Priimagi and co-workers reported on the creation
of supramolecular polymers by use of halogen bonds [78–81]. They determined the superiority of
halogen-bonded polymer–azobenzene complexes over the analogous hydrogen-bonded complexes.
The higher directionality of halogen bonding compared to hydrogen bonding allows fine-tuning of
the polymer–chromophore interaction strength via single halogen atom mutation [78]. Furthermore,
the use of halogen bonding allowed the creation of liquid crystalline complexes from non-mesogenic
low molecular weight building blocks, in this case a stilbazole module. Moreover, the complex can be
photoaligned by polarized light irradiation, resulting in a high degree of anisotropy (order parameter
> 0.5). Additionally, this complex was able to create an efficient SRG upon irradiation with a RCP-LCP
interference pattern with a modulation depth approximately 2.4 times the initial thickness of the
film [79]. Recently, a more comparative study of different halogen bond donor chromophores showed
that the efficiency of the SRG formation is increased with interaction strength (Figure 6). Moreover, the
most effective halogen bond donor was found to be a iodoacetylene azo dye [81].
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Figure 6. (a–e) Chemical structures of the different azobenzene modules (fluorinated (a), hydrogenated
(b,c)), dipyridyl compound (d) and poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP, (e)) used in reference [81]. The label X
can be either H, OH, or any halogen. (f) Diffraction efficiency of the different fluorinated and (g) AFM
surface profiles of the gratings for azobenzene modules P4VP(n)0.1 (a) with n = 1 (X = F), n = 2 (X = Br)
and n = 3 (X = I). Reproduced from [81].

Seki et al. reported on liquid crystalline linear polymer systems that can create SRGs with
light [38,82,83]. Moreover, they observed an enhancement in the SRG formation when using soft
liquid crystalline azo polymers; they required a 103-fold lower photon dose than for other common
azobenzene polymers to complete the polymer migration. Remarkably, this migration occurred in
the order of seconds. They found that pre-exposure with UV light generated cis-isomers which
enhanced the photosensitivity of the liquid crystalline azo polymer [82,83]. They reported that using
a supramolecular approach, the azobenzene unit can be detached with a consequent loss in topography
height [38]. The same researchers reported cross-linking of the liquid crystal polymer after SRG
formation increased the stability after heating [84]. Bobrovsky et al. investigated the creation of craters
in amorphous, nematic and crystalline films of a bent-core compound containing azo polymer [71].
They observed that the material undergoes a fast transition from crystalline or nematic to isotropic
upon UV light irradiation. They observed that the crater formation occurred only in thick nematic
and cholesteric azo polymethacrylate polymer films (5–10 µm) [85]. For the nematic films, they found
directional mass-transport along the LC-director.

Supramolecular main chain polymers can also be used to create SRGs. König et al. used
a disk-shaped self-assembling molecule, consisting of three-arm azobenzene units to create effective
gratings [86]. Interestingly, the resulting surface topography exceeds the films thickness prior to
inscription. The surface topography formed reaches up to 350 nm for a 240 nm film. Depending on the
molecular building block used, they could remove these gratings by heating above 120 ◦C, but also
could generate gratings stable up to 260 ◦C.

2.2. Light-Induced Reversible Surface Relief Gratings in Linear Azo Polymers

A relief grating can undergo changes upon exposure to external triggers depending on the
molecular weight of the polymer. Reducing the chain length of the polymer results in a decrease
of the thermal stability of the grating, and above the Tg of the polymer, the grating grooves will
diminish and disappear entirely, as discussed in Section 2.1. This section focuses on light-erasure of the
gratings. Generally, a second flood illumination of circular or unpolarized light leads to the random
alignment of embedded azo-chromophores. In turn, this leads to the partial or complete erasure of the
SRGs. This light-initiated erasure of the gratings is more appealing than thermal erasure due to its
capability of generating “on” and “off” states that can be controlled remotely, affect the film locally, and
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on-demand. Numerous efforts have been made to remove gratings remotely by light, but generally
have resulted in no or only partial erasure [34,65,87–89]. As described by Priimagi and co-workers, the
ability to affect light-induced erasure seems to depend highly on the material’s properties (including
glass transition temperature, molecular weight, and so on) [90]. Unstable gratings formed utilizing
polymers with low glass transition temperatures lead to eventual thermal self-erasure [83,91,92].
For these materials, the glass transition temperature is typically lower than ambient temperature. This
leads to an unstable grating, which disappears over time, resulting in a flattened polymer coating
in the dark and opening up possibilities of fabricating SRGs with temporal “on” and “off” states
dictated by light exposure. In early efforts, Jiang et al. concluded that the erasure process is optimal
when the erasing beam is polarized along the grating vector direction [87]. They investigated the
erasure process by irradiating with a single polarized beam at normal incidence. They recorded
gratings under different writing conditions (i.e., p-, s- and circular polarization), followed by erasure
experiments with different polarization states than the writing beam (Figure 7a). However, they
were unable to achieve full erasure and a topography of more than 10 nm remained after exposure.
Ubukata and co-workers reported an erasure of 91% with a 3 nm remnant structure from a 35 nm
deep SRG [88]. As mentioned earlier, Priimagi and co-workers found that the erasure capabilities
of their supramolecular azobenzene–polymer complex (P4VP-OH(DMA), Figure 5a) is determined
by its molecular weight and thus its glass transition temperature [90]. Notably, they reported that
there is no polarization dependency in the erasure process of their P4VP–azobenzene complex in
contrast to the results reported by Jiang et al. [87]. Moreover, the optical erasure was performed at
least 30 ◦C below the Tg of the azobenzene–polymer complexes and still resulted in selective removal
of the pattern. These azobenzene–polymer complexes allow for the writing and erasing of the SRG at
room temperature, compared to the disadvantageous thermal erasure at high temperatures. Generally,
the erasure process, or the ability to erase a SRG from a polymer coating, is expected to be related to
the chemical structure, molecular weight, photo-orientation and photoinduced mechanical changes in
the materials [90].
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Figure 7. (a) The erasure behavior of SRGs under three erasing polarization conditions (parallel (solid)
and perpendicular (dotted) polarized to the grating’s grooves and circular (dashed) polarized light) with
different writing conditions (I: p-p, II: s-s, III: circular polarized). Reproduced from [87]; (b) The erasure
behavior of SRGs expressed as normalized diffraction efficiency for samples with molecular weights
of 1000 (blue), 3200 (red) and 7000 (green) g mol−1; (c) Normalized diffraction efficiency of the SRG
inscription (magenta), erasure (blue) and rewriting (red) of 1000 g mol−1 azo-containing polymer.
Insets show 3D AFM images of the inscribed (1) and erased SRG (2), with AFM surface profiles of these
states shown in (d). Reproduced from [90].
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Photo-shape memory is the polymer’s ability to regain the initial shape imprinted by exposure
to light. Kopyshev et al. [93] reported a photosensitive supramolecular polymer brush containing
azobenzene (Figure 8a) attached to a substrate that, unlike the brushes described in Section 2.1, showed
reversible changes in both thickness and roughness of the surface. With UV light exposure, the
azobenzene–polymer brush complex shrinks and increases the roughness of the surface, while blue
light irradiation causes the reverse effect. This material can form a chess board shaped SRG that alters
its roughness and shape under UV irradiation, see Figure 8. They observed a photo-shape memory
effect when irradiated with blue light, resulting in a smooth SRG.
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Figure 8. (a) Chemical structure of the supramolecular polymer brush used in reference [93];
(b,c) AFM micrographs of the in-situ recorded topography switching of a chessboard shaped SRG
in a supramolecular azobenzene polymer brush complex during further UV irradiation (c) and after
subsequent illumination with blue light (b). Reproduced from [93].

3. Surface Topographies in Cross-Linked Network Coatings

3.1. Light-Induced Permanent Surface Topographies in Azo Cross-Linked Network Coatings

Permanent surface topographies have also been produced in polymer networks, and more
specifically, in liquid crystal networks (LCN). LCs allow for a high degree of control over molecular
alignment, which is important in forming topographies. LCNs are created from reactive LC monomeric
mixtures that can be aligned by a variety of techniques (among them are various interfacial techniques,
mechanical [14,94,95], optical [96–100] and electrical [101]). These mixtures typically contain an
azobenzene moiety (molecule 4 in Figure 9c) acting both as a cross-linker and deformation trigger
molecule. Once achieving the desired alignment, the monomeric mixture can be photopolymerized.
Because of the average polyfunctionality of the chosen monomers, this leads to cross-linked liquid
crystal polymer networks [102]. The ability to design and fabricate the anisotropic coating to respond
to specific commands leads to the creation of many different directed topographies. Most interestingly,
UV exposure of prealigned azo-containing LCN coatings induces the creation of topographies without
the need of complex optical setups. Upon illumination, the azobenzene will undergo a trans-to-cis
isomerization, leading to a disruption of the local molecular order. This results in expansion
perpendicular and contraction parallel to the molecular alignment, known as the director n, and
thus leading to the creation of localized topographies when the coating has been pre-patterned via
illumination through a mask. Figure 9 illustrates the expansion of the azo-LCN polymer coating
and the principle of disruption in the alignment caused by the isomerization of the embedded azo
molecule. Liu et al. have found that the topography formation is based on the creation of free volume
inside the network. The free volume formation is enhanced by an azobenzene mesogen that also
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acts as cross-linker [95,100,103]. Utilizing dual wavelength exposure, the azobenzene will undergo
continuous trans–cis–trans photoisomerization that, in turn, leads to a maximum stress of the network,
resulting in a larger surface topography [103].Crystals 2017, 7, 231  11 of 20 
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Figure 9. (a) The graphical representation of the polymeric network with copolymerized di-acrylate
azobenzene with illumination of different wavelengths. Reproduced from [103].; (b) Density change in
a chiral nematic polymer film containing copolymerized di-acrylate azobenzene (yellow circle) and the
photoabsorber Tinuvin 328—molecule 7 above—(blue circle) before, during and after UV exposure
in salt brine. Reproduced from [95]; (c) Chemical structures of the mixtures typically used to achieve
glassy azo-liquid crystal networks (LCN) coatings. Molecules 1–3 make up the LCN, 4 is the azo
crosslinker, 5 and 6 are a chiral dopant and radical scavenger, respectively, and 7 is a UV absorber.

In contrast to the formation of linear or amorphous polymer based SRGs, which require coherent
light, incoherent light can create surface topographies in cross-linked, liquid crystal-based polymeric
coatings. Interestingly, the methods for creating static or reversible LCN topographies are nearly
identical. The difference lies in the chain length of the network. In contrast with SRGs, utilizing short
chains forms stable topographies in cross-linked liquid crystalline polymer coatings, as this allows the
chains to “fill” the free-volume generated during illumination, and additionally allows the azobenzene
to rotate out of plane during the conversion from cis-to-trans. This rotation is only possible if the
rotational mobility of the azobenzene in the LCN is sufficiently high [100].

By adding radical scavengers (molecule 6 in Figure 9c) to the mixture and controlling the
polymerization of the coating, Liu et al. reported stable topography formation in azo-LCN coatings [95].
Here, they used a cross-linked cholesteric liquid crystal polymer coating, with regions selectively
exposed through a mask with UV light: the chiral nematic (cholesteric) phase is present before and after
UV exposure in Figure 10a. Cholesteric LC phases exhibit a reflection band determined by the pitch of
the helical structure generated by the doping of the nematic LC with a chiral molecule; in this example,
the center of the cholesteric reflection band is at 630 nm before UV exposure. Due to the disturbance
of order of the network in the areas exposed to UV, the reflection band becomes narrower, as can
be seen in the transmission spectra depicted in Figure 10b. The effective formation of topographies
by actuation of the azobenzene is only present when exposing areas polymerized in the cholesteric
phase. When using a coating instead polymerized in the isotropic phase, there is nearly no expression
of topographies upon selective UV exposure: any topographies formed in the isotropic cross-linked
coating result solely from thermal effects. Interestingly, when the azobenzene is swapped for a simple
UV absorber, Tinuvin 328 (molecule 7 in Figure 9c), the topographies formed by selective illumination
are lower in height than those generated using the azobenzene moiety (Figure 10c–f). Tinuvin 328 has
an absorption spectrum that coincides with that of azobenzene [95]. However, Tinuvin 328 displays no
large geometrical changes upon UV absorption as is observed for azobenzene. This leads the authors
to conclude that the azobenzene isomerization is only partly responsible for the topographies, as
thermally induced deformation from the absorbed UV light also plays a role. The cross-linked coatings
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containing azobenzene show very stable topographies without observing any relaxation up to 120 ◦C,
and persist for months when maintained at room temperature in the dark.

This technique was recently used to investigate cell adhesion and migration behavior to different
sized surface topographies [14]. Here, UV irradiation of a planar cholesteric azo-LCN coating through
a hexagonal dotted mask resulted in pillars. Depending on the dose of the UV illumination at
a temperature above the Tg, different sized pillars were achieved by local expansion of the cholesteric
coating. The resulting pillar-like topographies ranged from 0.2–1.6 µm. The researchers used the
pillar-structured coatings to study the interactions of living cells in contact with structured surfaces.

Stable topographies can also be prepared by locally controlling the alignment of the liquid crystal
coating prior to polymerization and then generating the stable topographies in the film with uniform
UV exposure after polymerization (that is, not using a mask as in the previous example) [13,100,101,104].
Stable topographies require the presence of radical scavengers during polymerization of the LC coating.
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Figure 10. (a) Schematic representation of the cholesteric polymer coating before and after exposure
with UV light with change in order; (b) Transmission spectra of the chiral nematic coating before (solid
line) and after UV exposure (dashed line); (c) Surface profiles and the 3D view of the topographies
made by masked UV exposure of the cholesteric polymer coating with azobenzene moiety (black line
in (c,d)), Tinuvin 328 (blue line in (c,e)) and an isotropic coating with azobenzene (red line in (c,f)).
Reproduced from [95].

McBride et al. used a different technique to create stable surface topographies in LCN materials.
Topographies were formed relying on photoactivated reversible addition fragmentation chain
transfer (RAFT)-based dynamic covalent chemistry in an azobenzene-free polymeric coating [105].
By implementing a chain transfer agent (CTA) inside the polymeric coating, the researchers could
activate a nematic LCN coating through the CTA with a UV photoinitiator. When they carried out this
process at elevated temperatures and addressed the coating with UV light exposing the film surface
through a mask, the exposed areas of the LCN coating undergo a phase transition to isotropic, leading
to a loss in order and concomitant increase in height. This in turn leads to the creation of surface
topographies (400 nm) that are still present after cooling and subsequent heating.
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3.2. Light-Induced Reversible Surface Topographies in Azo Cross-Linked Network Coatings

Reversible surface topographies can undergo a change after initial, under continuous, or during
sequential illumination. In contrast with the permanent surface topographies, here the azo-LCN
coating is prepared in the absence of any radical scavenger. This limits the mobility of the azobenzene
under UV illumination, only allowing isomerization and the generation of disorder in the molecular
alignment. This highly cross-linked azo-LCN coating can create topographies upon illumination, but
the features are limited in stability. This results in a return to its initial state post-irradiation [100].
Liu et al. have proven that polymerization of a cholesteric-based film under the effects of localized
electric fields creates azo-LCN coatings with alternating domains of planar (director parallel to the
substrate) cholesteric and homeotropic (director perpendicular to the substrate) nematic alignment
within the same film (see Figure 11a–c) [94,101]. With this alignment setup, the coating will contain
areas that expand and contract in thickness adjacent to one another, resulting in larger differential
topographical features. This makes the coating more attractive for applications such as generation of
variable friction surfaces that can respond in the order of seconds (see Figure 11d,e).
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Figure 11. (a) Graphical illustration of the patterned coating with resulting influence of light;
(b) 3D images of the coating in the absence and presence of light with different heights (c). Reproduced
from [94]; (d,e) The slide-off of two pattern coated glass slides in contact and balanced at an angle ß
under the influence of UV light. The samples are positioned parallel (d) and orthogonal (e) with respect
to one another, leading to different slide-off properties and friction. Reproduced from [101].

An example of surface topographies controlling friction was based on the self-assembly of
cholesteric azo-LCN polymer coatings. Here, the cholesteric helical axis of the coating is aligned
parallel to the substrate, leading to a so-called fingerprint texture [12]. The fingerprint texture is of
particular interest as it contains multiple alignment regions (homeotropic and planar) directly upon
application, and does not require additional electric fields or other processing states to achieve this
condition. By containing both planar and homeotropic alignment regions in the same coating, the
film will both expand and compress, respectively, leading to larger deformations [94,101]. For these
types of azo-LCN coatings, it was found that the actuation and relaxation time were both close to
10 s [103]. The typical domain sizes achievable with azo-LCN coatings range from tens to hundreds of
microns, with topographies varying between 0.1 and 2 µm. It was also shown by experimental and
computation results that self-assembled polydomain azo-LCN coatings could also generate films with
light-switchable surface roughness [13].

Later, based on the materials reported by Liu et al., we performed further investigation on
dynamic actuation that dispensed with the need to switch the triggering light on and off. The work
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performed here [106] was inspired by the results found on the optical properties of azobenzenes in
liquid crystal polymer films [107–109]. The dichroic properties of the azobenzene moiety allow for
selective actuation of uniaxial aligned LCN domains. Here, two adjacent domains were orthogonally
aligned via photoalignment, which employ polarized light and a polarization-sensitive alignment layer,
by addressing the resulting deposited film with rotating linearly polarized UV light. This rotating
polarized excitation light constantly changes the local photo-stationary state of the azo cross-linked
network coating. We found continuous dynamic deformations located on and around the boundaries
of the orthogonal aligned domains. Decreasing the domain sizes from 100 µm to 20 µm amplified
the dynamic topographies and the corresponding oscillation. This change in size resulted in larger
oscillations as visualized in Figure 12, although the frequency of the oscillation is slow (i.e., 0.014 Hz).Crystals 2017, 7, 231  14 of 20 
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4. Conclusions and Outlook

As can be concluded from this review, the generation of topographies in azobenzene polymer
surfaces by light has been extensively researched. The use of light as a trigger to control the surface’s
structure has the advantage of being both contactless and able to affect the film remotely. Azobenzene
containing polymers are highly suitable for creating topographies, and it is fascinating that these small,
light-induced molecular shape changes can result in large amplified changes in the bulk polymeric
material. Both for linear azo polymers as for azo cross-linked networks, this trigger molecule is able
to create surface features. Typically, topography changes are larger in linear azo polymers as these
polymers are more mobile. However, the reversibility of topographies is very limited (i.e., thermal
or light erasure). To remove these stable topographies, high temperatures or short polymer chains
are required. These processes are quite time-consuming. Azo cross-linked network coatings are
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considerably faster in responding, and reversible topographies can be obtained easily. Moreover,
so-called dynamic topographies can be achieved.

Future opportunities for light-induced structures on surfaces range from all-optical to more
mechanical applications. In order to achieve a bright future, a deeper understanding of the
light-induced processes is needed. The driving mechanism for the creation of topographies in both
linear azo polymers and glassy LCN coatings remains controversial. For linear azo polymers, multiple
mechanisms have been proposed [41]. Whereas with the azo polymer networks (azo-LCN), free
volume generation in a glassy material seems to fit most of experimental data, this solution comes
under question in light of the recent findings showing that also mechanical properties of the polymer
network change upon illumination [110]. Recent research also shows an influence of temperature
upon irradiation. This leads to photothermal effects described as photo-softening [42,110–112]. A full
understanding of the driving mechanism in the creation of surface structures in azo polymers is sought
to improve or fabricate new surface topography changing coatings.

The use of azobenzenes to achieve light-induced surface topographies comes with a downside.
The typical absorption of azobenzene occurs at relatively short wavelengths. This limits the expected
lifetime of the azo polymers, and in consequence, the potential of the host polymer. In addition,
the position of the absorption bands of both the trans and cis state leads to typically yellow-colored
coatings, which is often not desired. It has been shown that for specific linear azo polymers, this color
can be removed, leading to permanent topographies [51]. Extensive research towards new applicable
light triggered molecules [113] can lead to a more natural approach where the sun can be used as the
light source [114]. The use of visible light triggering molecules (including azobenzenes) will continue
to result in colored coatings. The slow kinetics of the azobenzene determine the speed of formation
of surface topographies in azo polymers. Further research in faster responding systems has been
performed for free-standing actuators and light-responsive molecules in solution [115].

With a better fundamental understanding and new chemistry, we foresee that light-induced
surface topographies using azo polymers will find a large application space. Recent advances have
already led to interesting applications outside the field of optics, especially for living cell adhesion
and friction [14]. This work combined with the recent demonstration of dynamics and oscillations in
surface topographies will lead the azobenzene-containing polymeric coatings in a new field of research.
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